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Blind & semi-blind analyses



What is selection bias?

1) Try some data cuts 

2) Look to see if the answer is ‘better’ 

a) If yes, keep cuts 

b) If no, don’t use cuts 

3) Return to step 1



Selection bias

• Higher significance (signal boosting) 

• Getting a ‘better’ answer (value steering)



Neutron lifetime



So easy to do

• Nothing malicious 

• You have to filter your data 

• Natural human response, science is done by people

Goal is to not make decisions based 
on how it affects the answer



Blind analysis

• You don’t know what the answer is until the end 

• Option 1:  develop all cuts on simulation or small data 
sample (LHC) 

• Option 2:  fake signal is injected, but you don’t know 
which are real (LIGO) 

• Option 3:  data is obfuscated, only corrected after 
analysis is done (unblinding)













g-2 tiered unblinding

• Entire experiment is run off a mis-set clock. Only two 
people, both outside collaboration, know what clock is 
actually set to. 

• Stages in data analysis where data is off by different 
amounts to allow relative unblinding on smaller subsets. 



5:49

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjnK5exNhZ0




Pros & cons of blind analysis

• Really works (for selection bias) 

• Very slow (uncertainty of unblinding) 

• Hampers data exploration and hunting for new 
systematics (slow learning)



What if blind doesn’t work?



Try not to look at the answer (intermediate diagnostics)
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Figure 9.5: Upper limits on the measured 1D power for Season 1. We present upper limits

(purple) on the measured power (solid black), with associated 2� error bars (grey) and ther-

mal noise (dashed black). Instrumental Y Y (bottom panel) is generally less contaminated

than instrumental XX (top panel).
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Figure 9.1: The 2D power spectra for the calibrated data, model, and residual for Season 1

(each for instrumental XX and Y Y ) for frequencies smaller than the digital gain jump. We

have detected a systematic below the first coarse band harmonic and above the foreground

wedge at low k?.



Don’t make decisions based on the science result

• Identify an effect (often is science associated intermediate 
plot) 

• Hypothesize what might be causing it (instrumental 
systematics) 

• Create tests to see if instrumental hypotheses are correct 
(jackknifes usually) 

• Correct identified systematics even if the intermediate 
plot gets worse 



Example
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Problem: “Fourth Line”

Culprit: cable reflections

Fit reflections in cal solutions

x pol

y pol

dirty model residual

Figure 7.1: Power spectra demonstrating the “fourth line”. Left: A three hour dirty power

spectrum made from the golden data set, before we implemented the cable reflection fitting

into the calibration step. The black arrow points to a horizontal band at k|| ⇡ 0.6 h Mpc�1,

which cannot be accounted for by the coarse bands. This line turned out to correspond nearly

exactly to a delay mode with delay equal to twice the signal travel time in a 150 meter cable.

Right: After we implement the cable reflection fitting in our calibration solutions, we see the

fourth line disappears.



Instrument test
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Figure 7.2: Reflection mode fitting. We DFT the unrestricted calibration solutions (after

removing the bandpass and polynomial fits) to a highly over-resolved delay grid (vertical

axis). We then select the bin which maximizes the reflection coefficient to use in our restricted

gain solution. On the left I show the procedure for all tiles with 150 meter cables – those

expected to contain a reflection term contributing to the fourth line. The white dashed line

corresponds to the nominal delay for exactly 150 meter cable and a velocity factor of 0.81.

We see that most tiles have a delay mode slightly greater than the nominal value, and there

is variation between the tiles. For reference I show the same calculation done for tiles with

524 meter cables on the right. Here the reflection terms are completely absent.

An example of this process, integrated over three hours for clarity, is shown in Figure 7.2.

For comparison, I also show the same modes for tiles with 524 meter cables. It is clear only

the 150 meter cables are contaminating this particular region of k|| modes.

This reflection line is an excellent example of the utility of the power spectrum as a

diagnostic, and the importance of understanding the data through the entire pipeline. Only

by understanding a physical problem in the hardware, and being able to propagate its effect

through to the power spectrum, were we able to diagnose and resolve this issue.



Apply
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Figure 7.1: Power spectra demonstrating the “fourth line”. Left: A three hour dirty power

spectrum made from the golden data set, before we implemented the cable reflection fitting

into the calibration step. The black arrow points to a horizontal band at k|| ⇡ 0.6 h Mpc�1,

which cannot be accounted for by the coarse bands. This line turned out to correspond nearly

exactly to a delay mode with delay equal to twice the signal travel time in a 150 meter cable.

Right: After we implement the cable reflection fitting in our calibration solutions, we see the

fourth line disappears.



Pros & cons of semi-blind

• Can explore in a way that is often hard in blind analyses 
(learn fast) 

• Selection bias still present at some level 

• Takes self discipline and faith



Blind: gold standard, only sometimes useful

• Beautiful simulations 

• Well understood systematics 

• Long experimental heritage



Selection bias:  protecting you from you

• Blind means you don’t know what the answer is while 
tuning the analysis 

• Semi-blind means you don’t use the answer to make 
decisions 

• For you, not the audience 



Data Rampage!











Collaborative visual brainstorming

• Sense some pattern is hiding in the data, or 

• What is the next problems/systematics/worries to attack?



Structured way to explore the data

• Concentrate on one aspect of the data, with enough 
information to put that aspect into context  

• Make a set of plots that all go together (complimentary 
views) 

• Key metadata printed on the plot 

• A meaningful initial layout



Plot sets



Plot Set pt 2





A meaningful (initial) grid



A structured approach

1. Look through all the data without thinking too hard, try 
and let it speak to you. 

2. Start picking out distinctive sets of similar data. Label 
them.  

3. Look for patterns. Let your grid help. Rearrange your 
grid as needed (using metadata) 

4. As patterns arise, write them on the whiteboard 

5. Distill into a set of tests and actions 
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Why would you kill so many trees?

• 100 million data points 

• A way for a group to look for systematic patterns in a lot 
of data 

• Very free form and natural 

• Way to find the next questions 

• Can often set the direction of the next 3-6 months of 
work




